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Let H be a complex separable Hilbert space and let A be a bounded operator 
on H with nonnegative imaginary part. The spectral invariants of the self- 
adjoint part Asa of A are described in terms of LivHic-Brodskii characteristic 
functions of restrictions A* 1 M, where M ranges over a suitably large collection 
of subspaces invariant for A*. In case A = B + K, with B a self-adjoint 
multiplication operator and K a compact subdiagonal integral operator acting 
on a direct integral space, the multiplicity function of Asa is described in 
terms of properties of B. An application is given to LivWs theory of triangular 
models. 
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INTRODUCTION 
In the early 1950’s M. S. LivGc began the development of a 
structure theory for non-self-adjoint operators on Hilbert space [25]. 
The central idea in this theory, which was later refined by Livsic 
and Brodskii [ll, 121, is that of the characteristic function of an 
operator. By means of this concept LivGc was able to show that 
every completely non-self-adjoint operator with real spectrum and 
trace-class imaginary part is unitarily equivalent to the completely 
non-self-adjoint part of a special kind of operator which he called a 
triangular model. 
A triangular model is the sum of a self-adjoint multiplication 
operator and a Volterra-type integral operator acting on a vector- 
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valued L2-space; it is a natural infinite-dimensional analog of a 
triangular matrix and has many nontrivial invariant subspaces. 
One of the difficulties with Livsic’s theory is that the original operator 
is represented as a part of the triangular model rather than as the 
model itself. 
The theme of characteristic functions reappeared in the early 
1960’s in the work of Sz.-Nagy and Foias (see [33] and the references 
given there) and de Branges and Rovnyak [&lo]. These authors 
developed roughly parallel structure theories for contraction operators 
but with different starting points. The characteristic function, which 
in LivWs work was defined by a formula involving the resolvent 
of the operator in question, arises most naturally in the Sz.-Nagy 
and Foias theory from the geometry of the unitary dilation space. 
For a concise and purely geometric exposition the reader might 
consult [19]. On the other hand, de Branges and Rovnyak view 
the characteristic function mainly through its relationship with a 
canonical reproducing kernel. 
In this paper I shall consider a problem which is in part motivated 
by (and which leads to a resolution of) the difficulty with LivSic’s 
triangular model cited above. Let A be a bounded operator acting 
on a complex separable Hilbert space H. There is a unique orthogonal 
decomposition H = Ho @ H,, such that Ho and H,, reduce A, 
A,, = A I H,, is self-adjoint and A, = A 1 Ho is completely non- 
self-adjoint (that is, A, has no nontrivial self-adjoint direct summand). 
One easily sees that Ho is the smallest reducing subspace of A con- 
taining the range of the imaginary part Im A = (2i)-l(A - A*) of A. 
Although the characteristic function of A* is a complete set of 
unitary invariants for A, [ll, p. 141, it contains no information 
about A,, . Under the assumption that Im A is nonnegative (an 
assumption which will remain in force throughout this paper), 
I shall give a method of recapturing the spectral invariants of A,, 
from the behavior of A* on certain of its invariant subspaces M 
as reflected in characteristic functions of the restrictions A* ( M. 
Under rather general conditions the spectrum of A,, is described 
precisely by the way corresponding factorizations of the charac- 
teristic function fail to be regular in the sense of Sz-Nagy and Foiag. 
These results are applied to obtain quite detailed information 
about A,, when A = B + K with B a self-adjoint multiplication 
operator and K a compact subdiagonal operator (both acting on a 
direct integral Hilbert space) such that Im K is nonnegative and 
lies in trace class. Such operators contain LivBic’s triangular models 
(at least those with nonnegative imaginary part) as special cases. 
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The description of A,, takes its most striking form when Im K has 
rank one. For example, if A is the operator on L2(0, 1) given by 
(1-j 
where b is bounded, measurable, and real-valued, then A,, is 
absolutely continuous and its spectral multiplicity function nsa is 
shown to satisfy 
n,,(x) = max{rdx) - 1, 0) dx-a.e., 
where rat is the multiplicity function of the absolutely continuous 
part of the multiplication operator f -+ bf acting on L2(0, 1). This 
considerably improves on the main theorem in [22], a criterion for 
this particular operator A to be completely non-self-adjoint. 
It may be worth noting that while information is obtained about 
the spectral invariants of A,, , the self-adjoint subspace H,, remains 
rather mysterious. Thus, the unitary equivalence class of A,, is 
completely determined when A is given by (t), but I am not able 
to write down explicitly a single function in H,, . 
Now let H,, denote the absolutely continuous subspace of A,, 
and write P,, for the projection of H onto H,, . Most of the theorems 
that follow will require that the condition 
v {PJ’~(Im A)x : x in H, M in 6p} = Ha, (*I 
holds, where “V” denotes closed linear span, 9 is some collection 
of subspaces invariant for A* and PM is the projection of H onto M. 
In this case, information is obtained about A,, , the absolutely 
continuous part of A,, . If the stronger condition 
v (P,J’,(Im A)x : x in H, M in S} = Hsa Y) 
holds (where P,, is the projection onto H,,), then A,, is itself 
absolutely continuous. Finally, (**) is implied by the more easily 
verified and even stronger condition 
v {P&m A)x : x in H, M in 9) = H. c***> 
For example, ( ***) clearly holds when A is given by (t) and 9 
is the collection of subspaces Ma , 0 < a < 1, with 
Ma = {fin P(0, 1) : f = 0 a.e. on (a, 11). 
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At this point I should mention the recent work of Ball [4] who 
has found another approach to the problem of describing A,, . 
Although his results concern unitary parts of contraction operators, 
it is clear that they are applicable to dissipative operators via the 
Cayley transform and I will discuss them as if they had been so 
applied. Using methods less elementary than mine involving the 
overlapping space construction of de Branges and Rovnyak 191, 
Ball finds an exact (though quite complicated) expression for the 
multiplicity function of A,, valid when rank (Im A) exceeds one. 
The relationship between Ball’s expression and the results here on 
multiplicity [Theorems 5 and 6) is not transparent, but Ball shows 
that our results can be deduced from his. In Ball’s work the condition 
(* * *) above is replaced by the weaker one 
v {PMPox : x in H, M in Z} = H, (***>I 
PO being the projection of H onto Ho . This is exactly the dissipative 
analog of the hypothesis satisfied by the operators, analogous to (t) 
above, studied by Clark [14] and Lubin [26]. For these operators 
the analog of rank (Im A) = 1 holds but the analog of (***) fails 
and our methods do not apply. Ball’s results here parallel those 
described for A in (t) above. 
The methods developed here take as their starting point the 
basic constructions of the Sz-Nagy--Foias and de Branges-Rovnyak 
theories. Two standard calculations from the work of LivGc and 
Brodskii are used, as well as some elementary properties of multi- 
plicative integrals. In addition, ideas of Abrahamse and the author 
on multiplication operators [I] play an important role in studying 
the operators B + K. 
While familiarity with the above results would be helpful, the 
reader with some knowledge of spectral multiplicity theory (reviewed 
below) and vector-valued Hardy spaces should find this paper 
completely accessible. References for Hardy spaces are [21, Lec- 
ture VI; 33, Chap. V] and, for the half-plane case, [24]. 
In one instance I have included a proof of a result appearing 
in the literature: part of the proof of Theorem 1 could be based 
on the work of de Branges [7, 81. However, a direct argument seemed 
preferable to me here. In addition, Lemma 7.2 would probably 
be considered well known by an expert on multiplicative integrals, 
but I could find no reference for it in the literature. 
In Section 1 the characteristic function, the model space K and 
the canonical model operator S acting on K are introduced. This 
model is defined by the basic Sz-Nagy and Foias construction 
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with the unit disk replaced by the upper half-plane. Particular 
emphasis is placed on the canonical reproducing kernel. In Section 2 
we consider an isometry F: K -+ H (the Fourier transform) which 
links S to the operator A. This transform was introduced by 
de Branges [7] from a slightly different point of view. Although 
it is defined abstractly, 9 may be thought of as implementing a 
“concrete model theory,” for it is the form of 9 that is important 
to us, rather than its existence. Section 3 contains a calculation 
involving resolvents which shows that A,, is absolutely continuous 
whenever (**) holds. 
The basic result of this paper, a formula for the action of the 
spectral measure E of A,, on vectors of the form P,,P,(Im A)x 
(where M is invariant for A*), appears in Section 4. Here 9 is used 
to pull certain calculations back into the model space K where they 
can be carried out. The formula is applied in the following section 
to describe the spectrum of A,, . A more detailed analysis in Section 6 
yields a partial (and in some cases a complete) description of the 
spectral multiplicity function of A,, . 
In Section 7 these results are applied to describe A,, when A 
has the form B + K mentioned above. Various special cases are 
considered. A criterion, due to Sz-Nagy and Foias, for the operator A 
in (“f) to be similar to a self-adjoint operator is refined by identifying 
the self-adjoint operator. 
The special case when B + K is a triangular model is considered 
in Section 8 and the above-mentioned difficulty with LivSic’s theory 
is removed. The existence of nontrivial invariant subspaces for 
dissipative operators D with real spectrum and having Im D in 
trace class is derived as a corollary. Although this invariant subspace 
theorem is often attributed to Livlic’s remarkable paper [25], it 
does not follow from the results given there, at least not without 
quite a bit of additional machinery; what seems to be needed is 
something like the strengthened version of Livgic’s theorem given 
in the present paper. Of course, invariant subspaces have sub- 
sequently been shown to exist under weaker assumptions by different 
methods; see [7, 301 and the references given there. 
Section 9 contains some miscellaneous comments. 
We conclude this introduction with the formulation of multiplicity 
theory that will be required. Let F be a bounded self-adjoint operator 
acting on a separable Hilbert space K and denote the spectral measure 
of F by P. Recall that F is absolutely continuous (purely singular) 
provided the Bore1 measures S -+ (P(S)x, x>, with x in K, are 
absolutely continuous (singular) with respect to Lebesgue measure. 
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F has a unique decomposition as I;,, OF’, where F,,, is absolutely 
continuous and F, is purely singular. 
Moreover, there exists a Bore1 measurable field {J,: - co < x < co} 
of Hilbert spaces, a finite Bore1 measure /3 and a unitary operator W 
from K onto the associated direct integral space [17, 281 
such that 
(WFW-y)(x) = 3$(x) 
for every f in D. Equivalently, 
&a.e. 
WV9 ~-W(x) = x~(x)f(4 B-a-e. 
for each f in D, where S is any Bore1 set with characteristic function 
xs . We will denote the inner product on Jz by (*, e), , so that the 
inner product on D is 
(J g> = jm (f(4, &h! B(W* --m 
Elements of D are called vector fields. 
If /I is restricted to the set where dim Jz > 0, or equivalently, 
if we assume dim J, > 0 ,&a.e., a complete set of unitary invariants 
for F is given by the equivalence class of /3 under the relation of 
mutual absolute continuity together with any /3-a.e. determination 
of the spectral multiplicity function n(x) = dim Jz . IfF is absolutely 
continuous, so is j3 and we may replace /3 by Lebesgue measure 
on the whole real line while allowing n(x) to take the value zero. 
In this case any dx-a.e. determination of n(x), -co < x < co, 
provides a complete set of unitary invariants for F. 
The spectrum of an operator T will be denoted by o(T). 
I am grateful to Professor James Rovnyak for supplying the proof 
of Lemma 6.1 and to Professors Louis de Branges, Peter Rosenthal, 
and J. T. Schwartz for helpful correspondence concerning the 
history of Corollary 8.2. I am also indebted to Mrs. Beverley Watson 
for her skill and patience in preparing the typescript. 
1. THE CANONICAL MODEL 
First we associate with A a characteristic function 0. Let C be a 
Hilbert space of the same dimension as the closure of the range of 
Im A and fix a one-to-one operator Q: C ---f H with Im A = QQ*. 
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The characteristic function of A* in the sense of LivSic and Brodskii 
is defined by 
0(z) = I + 2iQ*(A* - z)-” Q. (1.1) 
The function 0 takes values in 99(C), the algebra of bounded operators 
on C, and is analytic off of o(A*). In particular 0 is analytic on the 
half-plane D = (z: Im z > 01. A standard calculation in the Livsic- 
Brodskii theory [ll, p. 171 yields 
(z - 9)-l (I - 0(z) 0(w)*) = -2iQ*(A* - z)-’ (A - a~)-” Q, (1.2) 
for x, w in IR. This equation will prove useful in what follows. 
Moreover, /I O(z)ll < 1 for z in Sz. 
Now we associate with 0 a canonical model operator by imitating 
the Sz-Nagy and Foias construction [33, Chap. VI) with a playing 
the role of the unit disk. Let L2(C) denote the usual Hilbert space 
of weakly measurable C-valued functions on (-00, co) with inner 
product given by 
<.A g> = Srn (f(X), g(x)> dx -02 
for f, g in L2(C). We denote by H+2(C) the Hardy space of C-valued 
functions f analytic in B and satisfying 
sup s m llf(x + ir)ll” dx < 00. U-3) Y>O -‘m 
As is well known, H+2(C) can be considered as a subspaee of La(C) 
by identifying f in H+2(C) with its boundary-value function f(x) = 
lim,,f(x + iy) dx-a.e. The Hardy space X2(C) for the lower half- 
plane is similarly defined with f(x - ir) replacing f(~ + ;y) and 
we have the basic relation 
see [24]. 
LZ(C) = H+%(C) @ H-2(C), 
Now 0 is bounded in 52, so the boundary values 
Iimy-tO 0(x + ir) exist dx-a.e. in the strong operator topology 
Let d be defined by 




We denote by dL2(C) the closure of the linear manifold dP(C) 
consisting of all functions of the form d(x)f(x) with f in La(C). 
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We define 
H = H+2(C) @AI?(C). 
Elements of H are denoted u @ U, f @g, etc. The set 
M = {Of@ Af : f in H+2(C)) 
(1.5) 
is a closed subspace in H [33, p. 2491 and the model space associated 
with 0 is defined to be 
Later we will need this fact: an element u @ v of H lies in K if and 
only if @*u + dv is in P(C) @ H+2(C) = HV2(C); see [33, p. 2531. 
Let U+ denote the standard half-plane shift operator on H+2(C): 
(U+f)(z) = ((z - i)l@ + j))f(z), fin H+2(C). 
Define a unitary operator N on dL2(C) by 
@WC4 = ((x - 9/(x + 9) h), g in AL2(C) 
and let S denote the compression of U+ @ N to K: 
S==E’,(U+@N)JK. 
The operator S* is the canonical model associated with 0. 
We introduce the kernel function for K which will play an important 
role in the next section. For w in 8 and c in C, let K,,, denote the 
element u @ v of H with 
U(.z) = (i/27+ - q-1 (I - @(.z) B(w)“)c, 
v(x) = -(i/24(x - a)-1 A(x) O(w)* c. 
For each z in 51 and c in C, K,,, lies in K (see, e.g., [22, p. 4161) and 
(64, c> = <u 0 0, KS.,) (1.6) 
for every u @ v in K. In particular 
<K&d 9 K,,,) = (i/27r)(a - q-1 ((I - Q(z) Q(w)*)d, c) (l-7) 
for x, w in Q and c in C. 
It follows from (1.6) that a vector u @ a in K is orthogonal to 
all of the kernel functions K,., if and only if U(Z) = 0. 
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LEMMA 1.1. The closed linear span of 
WZ.G : x in 8, c in C> 
is all of K. Thus, whenever u @ v is in K, v is uniquely determined 
by u. 
To see this, assume that there is a vector in K orthogonal to all 
K Necessarily this vector has the form 0 @ v, and thus da = 
02’.h + da lies in H-z(C). By (1.2), O(x) O(x)* = I when x is 
real and outside of a(A*). Since O(x)* tends to I in norm as x -+ co, 
it follows that O(x)* is invertible and hence unitary for large real x, 
so that O(x)* O(x) = I f or x large. Thus d(x) = 0 for iarge x, 
hence dv vanishes on a set of positive measure. We know that dv 
lies in HV2(C), and thus dv = 0 dx-a.e. Since v is in dL2(C) and d 
has self-adjoint values we have v = 0 dx-a.e., which completes the 
proof. g 
The lemma depends on the fact that O(x)* is isometric on a set 
of positive measure, and this may fail in model spaces associated 
with unbounded dissipative operators or in model spaces (over the 
disk) for contraction operators. An equivalent statement of the 
lemma is: 5’” has no isometric restriction. 
2. THE FOURIER TRANSFORM 
In this section we introduce the Fourier transform F which 
connects the model operator to A. This transform is defined as an 
isometry from K into H and the range of g is realized as H, . Louis 
de Branges introduced a formally identical construction in [7], 
but his model space, although identifiable with ours, is defined rather 
differently. De Branges is concerned with a different problem and 
assumes to start with that HO = H. He defines a one-to-one operator 
on HO and norms its range so that the operator is unitary. It turns 
out that the range of this operator can be identified with K and the 
operator itself is realized as d P*. The elements of de Branges’ model 
space are single analytic functions u rather than pairs u @ a; it is 
by means of the second component v that we carry out the central 
calculation in Section 4. 
It is immediate from (I .2) and (1.7) that 
<Kz,, Ku> = WW - z1-l Qc, (A - a)-’ Q4 
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for a, w in X2 and c, d in C. Let us define a mapping % on kernel 
functions with values in H by 
F : K,,, --+ (l/~l/~)(A - .%)-I Qc. 
The last equation shows that 9 preserves inner products. It follows 
from Lemma 1.1 that 9 can be extended uniquely by linearity 
and continuity to a linear isometry (which we also call 9) from K 
into H. 
Next we calculate the action of 9”. If h is in Hand %*h = u @ ZJ 
we have 
It follows that 
= (h, (1/A2)(A - z)-l Qc} 
= ((l/d2) Q*(A* - x)-l h, c). 
u(z) = (l/d/“) Q*(A* - z)-l h. (2.1) 
This formula and the expression below for the first component 
of the action of (D - w)-l are due to de Branges [7, 81. 
THEOREM 1. The range of 9 coincides with HO . If we put D = 
S*A,*F, the action of (D - w)-l is given by 
(D - w)-1 (24 @ v) = +; 1 F’ @ $ 
for w in D and u @ v in K; here the entries in the pair on the right 
are considered as functions of t. 
Proof. First we show that HO = SK. The space HO is the closed 
linear span of the vectors Anx and A*nx with x in (Im A)H and 
n = 0, 1, 2 ,... . The resolvent of A has a Laurent expansion 
(.z - A)-l = f --& A” 
?l=O 
valid for j z ) > j/ A 11; th e resolvent of A* has a similar expansion. 
Moreover, the ranges of Q and Im A have the same closure so that 
HO can be realized as the span all vectors (a - A)-l Qc and 
(a - A*)-l Qc for j z 1 > (j A (1 and c in C. Since 
(,z - A*)-1 = (z - A)-1 - 2i(z - A)-1 (Im A)(z - A*)-I, 
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Ho is spanned by the vectors (z - A)-l Qc (with 1 z 1 > 11 A II and 
c in C) alone. Since ((x - A)-’ Qc, x) is analytic as a function of z, 
it vanishes for I z 1 > (1 A /I if and only if vanishes for Im z < 0. 
Finally, since SK is by definition spanned by the vectors 
(l/&“)(A - i?)-’ Q c with z in D and c in C, we have Ho = SK 
as desired, and consequently A, = A 1 FK. 
We turn to the action of the resolvent of D. Suppose that u @ v 
is in K andf @ g = (D - w)-‘(u @ v) for a fixed w in 52. Since 
(D - w)-1 (u @ w) = F’*(A” - w)-’ F(u @ w), 
we may deduce from (2.1) that 
f(z) = (~/TW) &*(A* - z)-’ (A” - w)-’ F(u @ v), 
By combining this with the resolvent identity 
(A" _ Z)-l(A* - w)-l = (z - w)-1 [(A* - xc-1 - (A* - VI 
and the equation 
u(5) = (l/@) &*(A* - 0-l .F(u @ v), 
which follows from (2.1) and the fact that 9*$ = 1, we find that 
f(z) = (2 - w)-‘(24(z) - u(w)). 
It remains to show that g has the desired form. If we set 
go(t) = (t - w)-’ $t), 
we have 
@(q*f(q + d(Qg,(t) = w* *‘t”)_+wd(t) t) _ “‘,“‘“,‘“’ . (2.2) 
Since u @ v is in K, O*u + dv lies in Hm2(C). Furthermore, the 
function (t - w)-r is bounded and analytic in the lower half-plane; 
it follows that the first term on the right side of (2.2) is an element 
of H-z(C). One easily verifies that the second term on the right 
side of (2.2) defines a function in Hm2(C). To see this note that 
(t - w)-l u(w) is in K2(C), so that for any h in H+2(C) 
m o(t)* u(w) s ( -co t--w , h(t)) dt= jm ($$, @(t) h(t)) dt= 0, -cc 
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since 0 * h is again in H+2(C). We may conclude that O*f + Ag, 
lies in He2(C). It follows from the discussion in Section 1 that f @ g, 
lies in K. Since f @g also lies in K, we conclude from Lemma 1 
that g = g,, and the proof is complete. 1 
Although we will not require this fact in the sequel, we note 
that a little more work will show that (I- S) is invertible and that 
F*A,2F = i(1 + S)(I - 8)-l. 
3. ABSOLUTE CONTINUITY 
Up to this point I have been primarily concerned with tying 
together ideas of other authors in a way that will be useful in attacking 
the problem at hand. In this section the analysis of A,, itself is 
begun with a lemma which yields a sufficient condition for the 
absolute continuity of A,, . This lemma will also play a role in 
calculating the spectral measure of A,, . 
First we establish some notation. Let M and N be subspaces 
invariant for A* with M C N. We introduce the relative characteristic 
function 
ON.&) = I + 2iQ*Pi,&A* - z)-’ PNOMQ, z in 52. 
The restriction of ON,M(~) to (Ker P,eMQ)I is a characteristic 
function (as defined in Section 1) for the compression PNoMA* 1 
N @ M; this is because the resolvent of the compression of A* 
coincides with the compression of the resolvent when the subspace 
in question is, as in the present case, the difference of two A*- 
invariant subspaces. 
Let us further define 0, and ?PM by 
0‘44 = @MM.(O) , Iv, = @ff,h4 * 
The famous multiplication theorem of Livgic ([l 1, p. 131 or [5, 
Chap. 1 l] asserts that e,(z) = 8,(z) eN,+,(z) for x in Sz, or more 
concisely, that 0, = 9,&,,, . In particular we have 8 = @,!P,. 
LEMMA 3.1. Let M and N be subspaces invariant for A* with 
M contained in N. Then for each z in Sz and C, d in C, 
4y((A * - z)-’ P&c, (A * - x)-l P,Qd) = (c, [@IV,&) - @M(X)* @&)ld), 
x = x + iy. 
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The conclusion of the lemma is clearly equivalent to 
4yQ*P,(A - z)-1 (A* - x)-l PNQ = QNsM(z) - @,(a)* 8,(z). (3.1) 
The proof requires a somewhat lengthy computation which the 
reader may skip without missing any ideas which will be used later 
in the paper. 
Upon writing down the right side of (3.1), using the definition 
Of QM, 0, and ON,,,, , and carrying out the indicated multiplication 
of OM(z)* and ON(x), we see that the right side is equal to 
2iQ*PNOM(A* - z)-l PNBMQ + 2iQ*P,(A - z?)-’ PMQ 
(3.2) 
-2iQ*PN(A* - x)-lPNQ - 4Q*PM(A - JZ)-~ PMQQ*PN(A* - z)-’ PNQ. 
Since N is invariant for A* and MI is invariant for A, the last term 
in (3.2) can be replaced by 
-4Q*P,(A - z)-‘QQ*(A* - z)-’ PNQ. 
Since M and N are invariant for A*, we can substitute 
p&,&4* - z)-’ PN@M + P&&9* - 2)-l PM + PN@M(A* - z)-l PNOM 
for the expression P&A* - z)-1 PN which occurs in the third term 
of (3.2) so that (3.2) reduces to 
2iQ*PM[(A - q-1 - (A” - x)-l] PMQ - 2iQ*P&* - z)-’ PN~MQ 
(3.3) 
-4Q*P&4 - s)-’ QQ*(A* - z)-’ PNQ. 
NOW consider the easily verified identity 
(A - ST)-’ - (A* - x)-l = -2i(A - %)-l(QQ* + y)(A* - 2)-l, (3.4) 
z = x + ir. If we replace the left side of this identity, as it appears 
in the first term of (3.3), by the right side, we see that the first term 
of (3.3) becomes 
4Q*P,(A - %)-‘QQ*(A* - z)-l PMQ 
+ 4yQ*PM(A - $)-’ (A* - x)-l PMQ. (3.5) 
Now take the projection PN in the last term of (3.3) and write 
it as PM + PNeM so that one of the resulting two pieces into which 
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the last term splits will cancel with the first term of (3.5). Then 
(3.3) reduces to 
4yQ*P,(A - z)-l (A* - ,x)-l PMQ - 2iQ*PM(A* - .z)-l PNoMQ 
-4Q*PM(A - x)-‘QQ*(A* - z)-1 PNeMQ. 
(34 
We may use the invariance of ML for A to replace the middle term 
here by 
-2iQ*P,[(A* - .z)-1 - (A - %)-l] PnroMQ 
which, according to (3.4), is equal to 
4Q*P,(A - 3)-l QQ*(A* - z)-l PNOMQ 
+ 4yQ*P,(A - 2)-l (A* - z)-1 PNOMQ. 
Some cancellation occurs on substituting this into (3.6) and (3.6) 
reduces to 
4yQ*P,(A - z)-’ (A* - 4-l (PM + PNOM)Q 
which is the same as the left side of (3.1) as desired. This completes 
the proof. 1 
Recall that the projections of H onto HO and H8& are denoted 
by PO and P,, , respectively. 
THEOREM 2. Let x be in H and suppose that M is a subspace 
invariant for A *. Then P,,P&Im A)x lies in. H,, . In particular, 
A,, is absolutely continuous if (**) holds when 9 is the invariant 
subspace lattice of A*. 
Proof. As in the introduction E denotes the spectral measure 
of A,, . The vector (Im A)x can be written as Qc with c = Q*x. 
Let us agree to denote P,,P,,.,Qc and P,,PMQc by zM,e and aM,e 
respectively, so that 
PMQC = aM.o + zih. 
The spectral theorem tells us that 
z = x + iy. From the relation A* = A,,* @ A,, we deduce 
II&a - 4-l z,,, II2 + ll(Ao* - x)-l a,,, 112 = ]](A* - x)-l PiMQc 112. 
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Lemma 3.1 with M = N and c = d evaluates the right side of 
this equation and we conclude that 
Now (l/r)y (A - 2: (-2 is the Poisson kernel for Q, so the Poisson 
integral of the Bore1 measure J -+ 1) E(J) .z~,~ II2 is bounded on Q. 
Therefore this measure is absolutely continuous with respect to 
Lebesgue measure and x~,~ lies in H,, . This completes the proof. m 
4. THE SPECTRAL MEASURE OF A,, 
In this section I shall give a formula for the action of the spectral 
measure E of A,, on the vectors P,,P,Qc. If the condition (**) 
holds for some appropriate collection 2 of subspaces M invariant 
for A*, this formula contains all information about E; extracting 
this information poses another problem which is considered in the 
next two sections. 
We proceed in a straightforward manner and try to reconstruct 
E from the resolvent of A,, by Stieltjes inversion. In Lemma 3.1 
we have a description of the resolvent of A*; the problem is to 
refine this description so as to reveal the behavior of the resolvent 
of A,, , a direct summand of the resolvent of A*. We can carry 
out this program by means of the Fourier transform fl and properties 
of the model space K. One crucial property, mentioned in Section 1, 
is that u @ ZI in H lies in K provided O*u + An is in K2(C). 
We will need some notation for the statement of the theorem. 
Let MC N be subspaces invariant for A*. For real X, O,(x) will 
denote the strong limit of OM(x + +) as y -+ 0; Y,(X) and O,,,(X) 
are similarly defined. The functions 0,) YM and ONpM , which can 
now be considered as defined dx-a.e. on (- co, co), are contraction- 
valued. We will write d,(x) for (I - O,(x)* OM(x))li2 and V,(X) 
for (I - YM(x)* YM(x))i/2. It follows from the multiplication theorem 
0 = O,Y, that 
d(x)2 = v,(x)2 + Y&f(x)* dA4W2 ‘uhf(x) 
3 yh&>* dM(X)2 y&4 dx-a.e. (4.1) 
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We may conclude from [18] that for almost every x there is a uniqu 
contraction R,(x) on C such that 
44 h&) = yIIM(x)* O,(x) (4.2 
and R,(x)C is contained in d(x)C. 
As in the proof of Theorem 2 we denote the vector P,,PMQ, 
bY XM,c* 
THEOREM 3. Let M and N be subspaces invariant for A* with M 
contained in N and suppose that c and d are in C. Then 
= & j-/c, [@N,&) - @M(X)* @N(X) - d,(x) &M(X)* &v@)4v(W)~~ 
(4.3) 
for every Bore1 subset J of the real numbers. 
Proof. Let M, N, c, and d be fixed as in the statement. We have 
already seen that zMM,e and zN,d lie in Hat , so that if p is the complex 
measure defined by 
p(J) = (E(J) xM.c a %N,d) 
we have 
cl(J) = J; Wd4 dx 
for every Bore1 set J. Moreover, by Fatou’s theorem and the spectral 
theorem we have, almost everywhere, 
w dp +-n-I- 
dx y-to 7r s --m (A - x:2 + y2 p(dh) 
= lii $ ((Asa - (x + iy))-l 2M.c , (&a - (x + ir>>-’ zN,d)* (4.4) 
Finally, since A * = A,” @ A,, we have 
z ((A* - w)-l PM&c, (A* - w)-’ P,Qd) 
= $ ((A,* - w)-~ aM,c, (A,,* - W)-’ aN,d> 
+ $ ((Asa - w>-’ z~M.c, (A88 - W)-’ zN.d> (4.5) 
where y = Im w and aM,c = P,P,Qc. 
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It is clear from (4.4) that we need to calculate the second term 
on the right side of (4.5). The left side is known by Lemma 3.1, 
so there remains the problem of computing the first term on the right. 
To do this, we recall Theorem 1 which describes the resolvent 
of D = F*A,*F. Since PO is the projection onto Ho = SK, we have 
(A,* - w)-1 uM,c = F(D - w)-1 F’*P&c, 
hence the first term on the right side of (4.5) is equal to 
5 ((D - w)-l 9*PMQc, (D - w)-l F*PNQd>, w = x + iy. (4.6) 
This last assertion depends on the fact that 9 is isometric. It is 
clear from (4.4) and (4.5) that we want to calculate the limit of (4.6) 
as y tends to zero. 
The vectors S*P,Qc and F*P,Qd lie in K; we denote them 
by f @ g and h @ K, respectively. If we denote the Poisson kernel 
at w = x + zj by P, , 
P&) = l- y 
7r It-w12 
we see from Theorem 1 that the expression in (4.6) is exactly 
To calculate the first term here, note that J’-“m PJt) dt = 1 and, 
since f and h are in H+2(C), 
Upon expanding the inner product in the integrand, it follows from 
Fatou’s theorem that the first integral in (4.7) tends to 
dx-a.e. as y -+ 0. Clearly the limit of the second integral, as y tends 
to zero, is (g(x), k(x)) d x-a.e. (again by Fatou’s theorem). Thus the 
limit of (4.6) as y tends to zero is exactly <g(x), k(x)) dx-a.e. If we 
now let y tend to zero in (4.5) and refer to (4.4) and Lemma 3.1 
we find 
& (c, [%,dx> - @M(X)* @A+0 = <g(x), k(x)) + $ dx-a.e. (4.8) 
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It remains to evaluate g(x) and k(x). Since f @g = F*PMQt, 
the identity (2.1) tells us that 
f(z) = (1 /G) Q*(A * - x)-l PMQc 
= (i/2dqr - O,(z)]c. 
We can deduce from this that 
,g(x) = -(i/27@) R,&x) A,(x)c dx-a.e. 
To see this, recall that g is the unique element of A?(C) with 
O*f + dg contained in HW2(C). Since d(x)C contains R,(x)C dx-a.e. 
and d(x) = 0 outside of a compact set, we see that RMAMc lies in 
&,2(C). From the definition of R, and the multiplication theorem 
we have 
@*f + A (- -&- w4c) 
= & [Ox - O*OM - YM*AMAM]c 
= & [@ - Yw*o,*o~ - !-P,*p - O~M*@&f)]C 
= & [OX - Ym”]c. (4.9) 
Clearly we need to show that [O* - YM*]c lies in H-s(C). To 
this end fix u in H+%(C) with 
I $ II WI dx -=z *. 
(4.10) 
Since 0 and Yy, are bounded and analytic, [O - Y,]u is again 
in H+s(C). Ifs is a positive constant, (x - is)-% is in He2(C) and thus 
is s m ([O(x) - Y&v)] u(x), (x - is)-l c) dx = 0. -02 
Upon letting s -+ co we see from (4.10) and the dominated con- 
vergence theorem that 
s m <u, p* -02 
- YM*]c> dx = Irn ([6 - Y&, c) dx = 0. 
-m 
Elements of H+2(C) satisfying (4.10) are clearly dense in H+2(C), 
hence [O* - Yy,*]c lies in L2(C) 9 H+2(C) = X2(C). 
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Thus g has the desired form; the same argument shows that 
dx-a.e. 
We may conclude that 
aw, W) = & cc, d,(x) &M(x)* h-d4 ~rf(W dx-a.e. 
Combining this with (4.8) gives the desired formula for dp/dx and 
completes the proof. g 
5. THE SPECTRUM OF A,, 
In [34], Sz-Nagy and Foias introduced the notion of regular 
factorizations of characteristic functions and showed that such 
factorizations can essentially be put into one-to-one correspondence 
with invariant subspaces of the canonical model operator under 
consideration. In the setting that we have been considering, an 
invariant subspace of S* induces a regular factorization of 0 and 
it is clear from Theorem 1 and the final remark in Section 1 that 
such a subspace can be represented uniquely as %*M where M 
is a subspace invariant for A* with M C Ho . The factorization 
0 = O,Y, is then regular in the sense of Sz.-Nagy and Foias. 
On the other hand, if an A*-invariant subspace M is contained 
in Ho it carries no information about A,, , at least no information 
that can be revealed by Theorem 3, for in this case the vector 
x - PsaPwQc is the zero vector. A moment’s reflection should M,c - 
convince the reader that even subspaces of the form M = Ml @ M2 
with Ml C Ho and M, C H,, yield no information about A,, , for 
zM,e is again zero. In order to extract information from Theorem 3 
we need to select subspaces which are “twisted” with respect to the 
decomposition H = Ho @ H,, . We would expect that the factoriza- 
tion 0 = O,ul, is not regular for such a twisted subspace. We 
shall see in this section that the spectrum of A,, (or sometimes, 
of A,,) is determined by the way these factorizations fail to be regular. 
First we recall the notion of an (abstract) regular factorization 
and give a simple lemma. Let T, TX , and T, be contraction operators 
on a Hilbert space X. Further suppose that T = TIT, and define 
D = (I - T*T)l12, D, = (I - Tl*Tl)l12, D, = (I - T2*T2)li2, 
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We readily calculate 
D” = Dz2 + T,*D,T,. (5.1) 
Let 2, be the linear map from DX into D,X @ D,X defined by 
Z,,(Dx) = D,x @D,T,x. 
By (5.1), 2, is an isometry, hence 2, extends to a unique isometry 2 - - 
from DX into D,X @ D,X. The factorization T = T,T, is called 
regular provided Z is onto. This definition may be found in [33, 
p. 2941. It is immediate from (5.1) that T,*D12Tz < Dz, so by [183 
there is a unique contraction R: X --+ (Ker D)I with T,*D, = DR. 
LEMMA 5.1. The factorization T = T,T, is regular if and only if 
D12 = D,R*RD, . 
To see this, first observe that Dz2 < D2 by (5.1), hence D, = DF 
for a unique contraction F on X with values in (Ker D)l. It is then 
clear that Z maps Dx onto F*Dx @ R*Dx whenever x is in X, 
so that Zy = F*y @ R*y for all y in m. It is easy to see that Z* 
maps a @ b onto Fa + Rb. From this it is clear that ZZ* can be 
represented as the following operator matrix with respect to the 
direct sum D,x 0 D,X: ’ 
zz* = F*F 
( 
FR 
R*F ) R*R * 
- __ 
This matrix is the projection of D,X @ D,X onto the range of 2; 
the factorization T = TIT, is regular if and only if ZZ* = I. This 
holds exactly when the following equations are satisfied: 
R*RD, = D, , (4 
F*FD, = D, , @I 
F*RD, = 0, (4 
R*FD, = 0. (4 
Since Eq. (a) implies the equation in the statement of the lemma, 
the “only if” implication is clear. Suppose, conversely, that D12 = 
D,R*RD, . The definition of R tells us that the range of R* is con- 
tained in DIX. Clearly then, D, - R*RD, has range contained in 
D,X. Since D, is self-adjoint, our supposition implies that (a) holds. 
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It remains to show that (b), ( c ), and (d) are also true. The identity 
r5.1) can be rewritten as 
D(D - FD, - RD,T,) = 0. 
The operators F and R have been chosen to have ranges in (Ker D)“, 
hence 
D = FD, + RD,T, . (5.2) 
On multiplying by R* we have 
R*D = R"FD, + R*RD,T, . (5.3) 
According to (a) the last term on the right, R*RD,T, , is equal to 
DITz = R*D and thus (d) holds. Taking adjoints in (d) tells us that 
D$*R = 0; F*X = D,x by definition so that F*R = 0 and (c) 
is proved. To prove (b) multiply (5.2) on the left by F* and use (c) 
to get F*D = F*FD, . Since F*D = D, , (b) holds and the proof 
is complete. m 
Now let M be a subspace invariant for A*. The factorization 
0 = O,Y, is said to be regular (in the sense of Sz.-Nagy and Foias) 
provided the pointwise factorizations 0(x) = 0,(x) Y&G) of con- 
traction operators are regular (in the sense discussed above) for 
aImost every real x. This is the local characterization of regularity 
which appears as a theorem in the Sz-Nagy and Foias theory; see 
[33, p. 2871 for the global definition. 
Recall that A,, is the absolutely continuous part of A,, . 
THEOREM 4. Let 9 be a collection of A*-invariant subspaces of H 
for which the condition (*) holds. Then u(A,,) is the complement in 
(-a, co) of the largest open set J with the property that for each M 
in 9, 0(x) = 0,(x) Y,( x is a regular factorization for dx-almost ) 
every x in J. 
Proof. According to the hypothesis on JZ’ the vectors z~,~, with 
M in dR and c in C, span H,, . It follows then that a(A,,) is the 
complement in (-co, co) of the largest open set V such that 
II -VT zA4.c II vanishes for each M in 9 and c in C. Theorem 3 with 
N = M and d = c tells us that 
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for every Bore1 set Y in (-co, co). Since RM is contraction-valued, 
the operator-valued function in the integrand above has nonnegative 
values dx-a.e. A standard sets-of-measure zero argument using the 
separability of C allows us to conclude that Y is the largest open 
set such that for each M in 2, 
~M(x)[~ - &I(X)* %&>I 0,(x> = 0 (5.4) 
dx-a.e. on V. An application of Lemma 5.1 with T = O(x), Tl = 
O,(x), T, = Y-‘*(x), D, = O,(x) and R = R,(x) shows that Eq. (5.4) 
is equivalent to regularity of the factorization O(x) = O,(x) Y-‘,(x). 
Thus V coincides with the set J in the statement and the proof is 
complete. [ 
6. MULTIPLICITY THEORY 
Let 
be a direct integral giving a diagonal representation of A,, . There 
is a unitary operator W: H,, ---f D such that 
( ~&w-lf)(x) = q(x) dx-a.e. 
for every f in D. We denote the spectral multiplicity function of A,, 
by n,c: 
n&x) = dim JE , -cQ<x<co. 
Note that nao vanishes dx-a.e. on the complement of a(A,,). 
In this section we will use the spectral measure formula (4.3) to 
give a partial description of nac ; a complete description is possible 
when Im A has rank one. Recall that 0, = O,@,,, whenever N, M 
are A*-invariant subspaces with M contained in N. It follows that 
12 @M(X) @M(X)* > QN(X) QN(X)* 2 @(x> Q(x)* (6.1) 
dx-a.e. Note also that rank d(x) < rank(Im A) dx-a.e. We understand 
inthefollowingthatO*co =OandK*a = cofor0 <K < CO. 
THEOREM 5. Let 9 be a Jinite or countable collection of A*- 
invariant subspaces which is linearly ordered by inclusion and for which 
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the condition (*) holds. Suppose that for each M in 9, S,(x) has zero 
kernel and dense range dx-a.e. For almost every real x let p(x) denote 
the number (if$nite) of distinct values, d$erent from I and O(x) O(x)*, 
assumed by 0 M(~) O,(x)* as M ranges over 9; put p(x) = 00 zlf an 
injnite number of values are assumed. Then 
4~) < p(x)* rank 4x1 dx-a.e. 
Before starting the proof itself, we record a simple observation. 
The hypothesis tells us that there is a countable subset C,, of C such 
that the vectors 
@M,c : M in 9, c in C,} 
span H,, . It follows that the vector fields W’s,,, , with M in 2’ and 
c in C,, will span D. A standard argument then shows that for all x 
outside of some set G of Lebesgue measure zero, Jz is spanned by 
the vectors ( WX~,~)(X), M in 9 and c in C, . (Here we are considering 
W~ACC to be an actual function rather than the equivalence class 
which the function represents. The set C, has been introduced to 
make the collection {z~,~} countable; this allows us to discard sets 
of measure zero on which undesirable phenomena may occur.) 
Thus for every x outside of G, n,,(x) = dim J, is the supremum 
of those nonnegative integers k for which there exist M1 , MS ,..., Mk 
in 9 and cr ,..., ck in C’s such that 
are linearly independent. These vectors are linearly independent if 
and only if the Gram matrix 
is positive definite (positive definite means nonnegative and in- 
vertible). It is understood that if there are no linearly independent 
vectors (i.e., if J, = {O)), then the above mentioned supremum is 
zero. The symbol (*, *), denotes the inner product on Jz . 
For M, iV in die and c, d in C let us define 
Since 2 is a chain, either MC N or NC M; for definiteness assume 
the former and select a Bore1 subset J of the reals. Let us denote 
the spectral measure of A,, by E,, . The unitary operator W clearly 
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carries the spectral projection E,,(J) onto the multiplication operator 
f -+ XJ *f acting on D. It follows that 
We know that z M,c lies in H,, and thus E,,(J) 2;M,c and E(J) z~,~ 
coincide. It follows that Theorem 3 gives another expression for 
the left side of the last equation, an expression which also has the 
form of an integral over J. Since J is arbitrary the integrands in 
these two expressions must agree: 
F(M, N, c, 4 x) 
dx-a.e. In case NC M we still have benefit of this formula since 
F(IM, N, c, d, x) = F(N, M, d, c, x). (6.3) 
The proof will use the formula (6.2) and the fact that for x not in G, 
n,,(x) is the supremum of those K for which there exist Ml ,.,., Mk 
in 9 and c1 ,..., c, in C,, such that the matrix 
[F(N , Mj , ci , cj > x)l;.j=, (6.4) 
(which is always nonnegative) is positive definite. 
Proof of Theorem 5. Let M and N be subspaces from 9 with 
M C N and let c, d be in C, . For almost every x the boundary values 
O(X), O,(x), O,(x), Yu,(x), ul,(x) and ONSM(x) exist. Inasmuch as 
there are only a countable number of possible choices of M, N, c, 
and d, we may select a set T of measure zero, containing the set G 
above, so that for all M, N in 9 with M C N and c, din C,, , the above 
boundary values exist, (6.1) and (6.2) hold, and e,(x) and e,(x)* 
have zero kernel. We may assume that 9 contains both (0) and H. 
Now fix an arbitrary x in (- co, co)\T. If p(x) = 03, there exists 
an M in 9’ with 8&x) B*(X)* different from both I and e(x) Q(X)*. 
It follows from the inequalities (6.1) that O(X) e(x)* # I; since 
e(x) has dense range we must have O(X)* e(x) # I. Thus 
rank d(x) > 0 and we have 
p(x) * rank d(x) = co 
and there is nothing to prove. 
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We may therefore consider the remaining case and assume that 
x is in (- 00, co)\T with p(x) = p < co. Let 2, , 2, ,..., 2, be those 
distinct values, different from e(x) 6(x)* and I, assumed by 
Oni BM(x)* as M ranges over 9. With the understanding that 
2, = I and Z,,, = O(X) O(X)* we define 
,p’j = {M in 9 : eM(x) eM(x)* = Z,}, j = 0, l,...,p + 1; 
clearly 9 can be written as a disjoint union 
9 = 9,u 9&J Jf2u **. u Yp+l . 
For any M in ,.Y, S,(x) has a polar decomposition S,(x) = TMV,,, 
where T, = (O,(x) Q&c) ) * 112 and VM is a partial isometry. That 
V, is actually unitary follows from the fact that O,(x) has zero 
kernel and dense range. 
Now, if M, N are in 9 with MC N, let 17M,N denote the operator 
r A4.N = @NJ&) - @A&)* QN(X> - AM(X) %4w* RN(X) d*(x). 
Let 9 denote any one of the sets YO, X1 ,..., -l”,+r . I claim that 
there is an operator (13 on C such that 
rM>N = vM*&vN (6.5) 
whenever M, N lie in 9 with M C N. Let us assume for the moment 
that this is so and see how it implies the conclusion of the theorem. 
From the definition of rM,N and (6.2) we have 
F(M, N, c, h x, = (l/b)+, v&,*&v,d> (6.6) 
when M, N are in 9 with M C N. It is easy to see from (6.3) that 
this formula also holds when N C M since in this case 
r N.M = vN*&vM. 
Now suppose that K > p(x) * rank d(x) and Ml ,..., Mk lie in 9 
and c1 ,..., ck are in c,, . According to discussion following the state- 
ment of the theorem we want to show that the matrix (6.4) is not 
invertible. If M is in 9, VM induces a unitary equivalence between 
AX and 
Since rMsM > 0 we have /1# > 0. 
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First we will show that the matrix (6.4) is not invertible if one 
of the Mi’s, say Mp , lies in either J$~ or ,4,! I . For this it is enough 
to show that the diagonal term 
F(Ma 9 M, 3 cc, > c, > 4 = (1/4n)<c,  r,w+& 
vanishes. Clearly then it will suffice to show that rM,M = 0 when 
M is in Y0 or cY&+l . Consider first the case where M is in Y0 . We have 
O,(x) O&X)* = I by definition of 30, hence O,(X)* O,(X) = I, 
hence d,(x) = 0. That rM,M = 0 follows from (6.7). 
Consider the case where M is in 4)+, so that O,(X) OM(x)* = 
O(x) O(x)*. Since 0 = O,,,,Y’, we have 
II y&)* @M(x)* c/I2 = II @&f(x)* c II27 c in C. 
Inasmuch as Ow(x)* has dense range we deduce that P&x)* is 
isometric. By hypothesis O(x) has zero kernel, hence Y,(x) does 
also. Therefore Y,(x) is unitary and we have 
y,(X)* A.&g2 Y.&) = 1v,(4* (I- @M(X)” @&f(x)) Y,(x) 
= Am. 
From this and the defining relation (4.2) for R,(x) we have 
A(4 R&) K,&)* 44 = W2, 
or equivalently, 
II h&4* 44~ II2 = II 44~ /12, c in C. 
Since R&X)* is defined to be zero on (d(x)C)l we see that -RM(x)* -- 
is a partial isometry with initial space d(x)C. Taking adjoints in 
(4.2) and using the fact that !P,&) is unitary will show that R,(x)*C = 
d,(x)C. Thus &M(x)* R,(x) is the projection of C onto d,(x)C, 
the final space of R,(x) *. It follows that the right side of (6.7) is 
zero and FM,,, = 0 as desired. 
We have seen that in order for the matrix (6.4) to have a chance 
of being invertible, each of the subspaces Ml ,..., M, must lie in 
one of the sets J$, 9a ,..., J$ . Since we are assuming that K > 
p * rank d(x) there must be at least one of the sets Y1 ,..., J-$~ which 
contains 4 of the Mi’s for some 4 > rank A(X). Select such a set 
and call it 3. By relabeling if necessary, assume that M, , M, ,..., M, 
are contained in 4. For any M in 9, rM,M and A, have the same 
rank; it is clear from (6.7) that this rank does not exceed the rank 
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of d,(x). Now t/r&*@&) O&r)* VM = O&)* O,(X) so that 
@,(x)* O,(x) and O,(x) O&r)* are unitarily equivalent, hence 
d,(x) and (I - O,(x) O&X)*)~/~ are also unitarily equivalent and, 
similarly, d(x) and (I- O(X) O(X)*)~/~ are unitariIy equivalent. It is 
clear from (6.1) that 
rank(l - Ow(x) OM(~)*)l/z < rank(1 - O(X) @(~)*)l’~. 
On combining all of this we see that 
rank As < rank d(x) < 4. 
If P is the projection of C onto A&, it is clear then that the vectors 
{PV MIC1,-*, PLf,&} must be linearly dependent. Thus there exist 
complex numbers a, ,..., a,, not all zero, such that 
Using (6.6) we have 
f ajPVM,Cj = 0. 
j=l 
which implies that the nonnegative matrix (6.4) is not invertible. 
It follows that 
as desired. 
To complete the proof it remains only to verify the existence of 
the operator A$. For M in 9 let T,,,, denote (O,(X) O,(X)*)~/~. 
Recall that O&x) = TMVM and note that if M, N are both in 3, 
TM = TN. Then (assuming N, M are in 9) 
Since O,(X) has zero kernel, so does TM = TN, hence 
and lu,(x)* : YM(x)* vM*v,. (6.9) 
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From the definition of RN(x) and the second of the Eqs. (6.9) we have 
44 &v(X) AN(X) = y‘v(x)* d,(x)2 
= Y,,,,(x)* ?‘M*C’N(l - V,*TN2VN) 
= w,(x)* V,“(I -- TN2) VN. 
Since TN does not change as N ranges over 9, d(x) RN(x) d,(x) VN* 
is independent of the choice of N in 9. Since R,(x)C is contained 
in (Ker d(x))l, RN(x) AN(x) V,* is independent of the choice of N 
in 3. Therefore an operator zl, can be unambiguously defined 
on C by 
as long as M, N are in X. 
Now define A, by 
A9 =I- TMTN--E3 
where M, N are in 9. If M C N we have ON = OM@N,M and thus 
TNVN = L,h,@,,,(x). S ince TN = TM has zero kernel we have 
ON,,,,(x) = VM*VN . Equation (6.5) now follows from the definitions 
of TM,,, and A,, and the proof is complete. 1 
If Im A has rank one we can go further and determine A,, com- 
pletely. In this case C is one-dimensional and may be taken to be 
the complex numbers. We may thus assume that 0, GM, etc., are 
complex-valued functions. Then, for a given real x, p(x) is the number 
of values, different from 1 and 1 @(x)1, assumed by 1 O,(x)/ as M 
ranges over the given chain $P of subspaces. Note that rank A(x) < 
1 dx-a.e. 
THEOREM 6. Suppose that Im A has rank one. Let 9 be a finite 
or countable collection of A*-invariant subspaces which is linearly 
ordered by inclusion andfor which the condition (*) holds. If p is associated 
with dp as in Theorem 5, then 
Q&) = P(X) dx-a.e. 
We will require a preliminary lemma on a class of matrices. I am 
indebted to James Rovnyak for supplying its proof. 
LEMMA 6.1. Suppose that aI , a2 ,..., ak and b, , b, ,..., bk are 
positive numbers satigying b,laj > bj+Ja*+, , j = 1, 2,..., k - 1. Let 
B = [B&=, be the self-adjoint matrix with Bij = a,bj for i < i. 
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Then B is positive-definite if and only ;f bi/ai > bi+Jai+, for j = 
1, 2 ,..., k - 1. 
Proof (J. Rovnyak). Let D denote the invertible diagonal matrix 
with diagonal entries a;l, a;l,.,., ail. One can check that DBD* 
is an “L-shaped” matrix [13] with nonzero nonincreasing diagonal 
entries b,/a, , b,/a, ,..., bk/ak . It follows from [13, p. 1311 that DBD*, 
and thus B, is positive definite exactly when these diagonal entries 
are strictly decreasing. 1 
Proof of Theorem 6. We shall proceed as in the proof of Theorem 5 
and determine those nonnegative integers K for which the matrix 
(6.4) can be positive definite. Let us fix x outside of the Lebesgue 
null set T described in the proof of Theorem 5. Since C is the complex 
numbers we have 
F(M, N, c, 4 4 = (l/4+ (trM.N (6.10) 
whenever M and N are in 9’ with M C N and rMPN is as in the proof 
of Theorem 5. We may as well assume that d(x) and I O,(X)\ are 
positive (for M in Z), for Theorem 5 implies that n,,(x) = 0 if 
d(x) = 0 (at least almost everywhere) and we know that 8, vanishes 
only on a set of measure zero (it is a nonzero bounded analytic function 
on Q since Q&z) -+ 1 as z -+ co). Some relationships from Theorem 5 
simplify since the functions are complex-valued. In particular 
&M(X) = Y,(x) A&) 4w and @N.&f(X) = @N@) 8MM(x)-1; 
a straightforward calculation using these equations, the relation 
@(x) = @N(x) YIN(x) and the definition of rM,N shows that 
rA4.N = %&) ON@) &)-’ 1 oA4(x)l-2 dM(x)2 vN(@ (6.11) 
where V,(X) = (1 - 1 y&?)12)112. 
It should now be clear from (6.10) and (6.11) that n,,(x) is the 
supremum of those nonnegative integers K for which there exist 
M 1 ,..., Mk in 9 with Ml C M2 C em* C Mk and such that the self- 
adjoint matrix B = [B<j]f,i,l with 
B, = I %&>F2 A&)” VM,(X)~, i G-6 
is positive-definite. If M and N are in 9 with MC N we have 
1 @,(x)1 > 1 @N(x)[ and therefore 
1 @~(x)l--~ AM(X)’ ,< 1 @N(x)!-” AN(%)’ and vnr(X>” > VN($’ 
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Moreover, each of these last two inequalities is strict if and only if 
I @M(X)I > I @A&q. 
Assume now that Ml ,..., M, can be selected with 
We apply Lemma 6.1 with aj = / O,(X)/-~ OM,(~)2 and Z+ = V,(X)~ 
to conclude that the matrix B is positive definite; that aj and bj 
are nonzero follows from the fact that / OM,(,(x)l is strictly between 
1 and ( O(X)/. Th ere ore f k < n,,(x) and, from the definition of p, 
p(x) < n,,(x). The reverse inequality is exactly the content of 
Theorem 5 in the case under consideration, but it follows most 
easily from reversing the above argument and applying the “only if” 
part of Lemma 6.1. 0 
7. APPLICATION TO A PERTURBATION PROBLEM 
In this section we will apply the theorems of Section 6 to the class 
of operators which motivated this investigation, Volterra-type 
perturbations of multiplication operators. Specifically, let {H,: 0 < 
x < /> be a Bore1 measurable field of Hilbert spaces and let H be 
the direct integral Hilbert space 
H = j” @ H, dx. 
0 
The inner product on H, is denoted (*, *), . Let b be a bounded, 
Bore1 measurable, real-valued function on [0, 4 and consider the 
self-adjoint operator B given by 
@f)(x) = b(x)f(x), fin H. 
For each s in [0, 4, let MS be the subspace 
M, = (fin H : f(x) = 0 a.e. on (s, /I}. 
Suppose that K is a compact operator on H with each M, invariant 
for K*, 0 < s < 8, and such that Im K is nonnegative and lies 
in trace-class. The theory developed in the preceding sections will 
be applied to the dissipative operator A = B + K. 
Let Qc denote the set consisting of the number 8 together with 
the nonnegative rationals in [0, 4. For the collection 2’ of invariant 
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subspaces required to make Theorems 2, 4, 5, and 6 work we will 
choose 
9’ =(Ms:sinQ,). (7.1) 
The symbol 3 will have this meaning throughout this section. It 
will be shown that the function p associated with A and 9 as in 
Theorem 5 has an interesting interpretation in terms of the multiplier 
b. This will follow from a multiplicative integral representation for 
O,(z) valid when N is one of the subspaces M, . 
Our first task is to describe the operator K more fully. It will 
follow from this description that the condition (* * *) is not a severe 
restriction in the present context. Since Im K is nonnegative and 
lies in trace-class, it has an orthogonal family of eigenvectors (+j}ial 
such that 
(Im K)f = zl (f, A> Y$ , f in K 
./ 
and 
C J” II kills dx = zl II 96 11’ = Wm K) < 00. (7.2) 
j>l 0 / 
By Fubini’s theorem the finiteness of tr(Im K) is equivalent to 
(7.3) 
so we have 
Let C be complex m-space if m = rank(Im K) is finite; otherwise 
jet C = P. By (7.4) we can define, for almost every x in [0, e], a 
bounded operator G(x) from C into H, by 
G(x>c = c &j(x), c = (Cl ) c2 ,...) in C. 
i>l 
(Here, each & is considered as an actual function rather than the 
corresponding equivalence class in H.) Note that 
for u in Hz and 
G(x)* u = ((~5 AW&, 
j-; II Wll” dx < 6 (gl II Mxll:) dx = Wm W -=c 0. (7.5) 
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Let Q: C + H be the bounded operator given by @c)(x) = 
G(x)c, c in C. It is easy to check that 
(Q*f, 4 = j; <G(x)*f(x), & dx, finH,dinC; 
as a consequence, Im A = Im K = QQ*. 
LEMMA 7.1. For any f and g in H we have 
Kf, g> = 2 1” j-’ <G(x) G(t)* f(t), &>>s dt dx. 0 0 
Proof. Consider the sesquilinear form J defined on H x H by 
J(f, g> = 22. j; jo’ <G(x) G(t)* f(t), &9>, dt dx. 
By the Schwartz inequality and (7.5) we have 
I J(ft &I G 2 (jot II WI It f(t)llt dt)( jo' II G(x)11 II &4ll, dx) 
G 2 (jot It Wll” dt)( jot Ilf(t)ll~ d$‘2 (jot II &4ll: dx)li’ 
G 2 Wm K) llfll Ilg II. (7.6) 
It follows that J is bounded, hence there is a unique bounded operator 
K, on H with J(f, g) = (K,,f, g) for allf and g. 
We want to show that K, = K. If TZ is a positive integer, let K,(x, t) 
be the finite rank operator from H, into Hz given by 
Let J, be defined on H x H by 
A calculation similar to (7.6) shows that J,, is a bounded sesquilinear 
form, so that J,(f, g) = (K,f, g> for some bounded operator K, 
on H. 
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Still another version of the calculation (7.6) will show that 
IWO - KM &I G ( c 
j>w+l 
II A 112) llfll Ilg II 
forf, g in H and n 3 1. Since the series in (7.2) converges, I\ K, - K, 11 
tends to zero as n -+ co. 
We use this fact to show that K, is compact; this will follow if 
we can show that each K, is compact, n > 1. For this it suffices 
to show that the operator T defined on H by 
(where + is fixed in H) is compact, for K, is a finite linear combination 
of such operators. However, it is easy to see that T is unitarily 
equivalent to either V or V @ 0 where V is the Hilbert-Schmidt 
operator 
W)(x) = II C(4llz JZ II b(tNtf(t> dt 
0 
acting onL2( Y, dx) with Y = {x: 4(x) # O}. Therefore K, is compact. 
Now, for f, g in H we have 
hence Im K,, = Im K. The operator K,* clearly leaves each of the 
subspaces M, invariant and we are assuming that K* also has this 
property. It follows that K - K,, is a self-adjoint operator which 
is reduced by each M, , 0 < s < fi, equivalently, K - K, commutes 
with the multiplication operators f -+ x[,,~] e f, 0 < s < /. Therefore 
K - K, , which we have seen is compact, is a decomposable operator 
[17, Chap. 11.21. It follows easily that K - K, = 0 and the proof 
is complete. a 
Now we interpret the condition (***) in the present set&g. 
For 0 < x < G let 
y, = v Gh(x> :j z 11. (7.7) 
It follows from standard direct integral theory [17, Chap. II] that 
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{Yz: 0 < x < /} is a Bore1 measurable field of subspaces of {Hz: 0 < 
x ,< e>. The direct integral 
is a closed subspace of H and 
YL = 
s 
’ @ Y,’ dx. 
0 
It is not hard to see that 
Y = v (P&c : M in 9, c in C}. 
Indeed, if M = M, we have 
(7.8) 
(P,,.&)(x) = x~~,~,(x) * G(x)c is in Y, dx-a.e. 
so that Y contains the subspace on the right side of (7.8). On the 
other hand, ifg in His orthogonal to all of the vectors PMQc with M in 
2 and c in C, we find, upon taking M = M, and c = (c, , cs ,...) 
with c, = I and ci = 0 for j # n, 
This equation holds for all s in Qe so that (A(x), g(x)), = 0 dx-a.e. 
Since KZ is arbitrary, g(x) is in Y,J- dx-a.e. so that g is in Yl. Equation 
(7.8) is therefore valid. 
An immediate consequence of (7.8) is that the condition (***) 
holds if and only ;f 
H, = V (&(x) :j 2 1) dx-a.e. on [0, 81. (7*9) 
We can now see why ( ***) is no real restriction for the operators 
under consideration. Clearly Y reduces B; that Y reduces K is 
seen almost as easily. Indeed, by Lemma 7.1 and the definition of G 
we see that Y contains the range of K, hence Y is invariant for K. 
Further, ifflies in Yl we have G(x)*f(x) = 0 dx-a.e. which implies 
(again by Lemma 7.1) that Kf = 0. Therefore Y reduces K, 
K ] Yl = 0 and the decomposition H = Y @ Y-L induces a decom- 
position 
A = (B’ + K’) @ (B 1 Y”) 
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vhere B’ = B j Y and K’ = K ] Y. Each of the subspaces MS n Y, 
:onsisting of all f in H such that f(x) is in Y, dx-a.e. on [0, S] and 
‘(x) = 0 dx-a.e. on (s, e], is invariant for (K’)*. It is also clear that 
[mK’= (ImK)( Yand(ImK)( Y-L = 0. 
The analog of ( ***) holds for the operator A’ = B’ + K’ when 
2 is replaced by 
9’ =(MSnY:sinQi); 
more precisely, 
V {PM(Im A’)x : M in 8’, x in Y) = Y. 
In fact, since range Q and range (Im A’) have identical closures, 
this is just a restatement of (7.8). Thus we have seen that A splits 
as a direct sum of B / YL, which can be realized as a countable 
direct sum of multiplication operators and analyzed by the methods 
of [l], and a dissipative operator satisfying (***). Without loss of 
generality, then, we may assume that (7.9) (and thus (***)) holds 
to start with. 
We turn to the main theorem of this section. The statement 
will require some terminology and facts from [l]. Let F denote 
the set of all x in [0, 4 such that dim Hz > 0 and let m denote 
the restriction of Lebesgue measure to F: 
m(S) = 1 dx. 
SnF 
Let B, denote the multiplication operator f -+ bf acting on L2(m) 
and suppose that p is the Bore1 measure on (-co, co) defined by 
p(S) = m(b-l(S)). 
Multiplicity theory tells us that B, has a diagonal representation 
on a direct integral space over (-co, 00). One fact from [I] is that 
the associated measure can be taken to be p, that is, there is a Bore1 
measurable field {Lz: x real) of Hilbert spaces and a unitary operator 
with 
V : L2(m) ---, j”a @J&/L (dx) 
--m 
(VB,V-if)(x) = xf(x) 
for every vector field f. 
p-a.e. 
A special case of the main theorem of [l] gives a p-a.e. determination 
of the spectral multiplicity function x + dim L, of B, . To describe 
this result we need the notion of m-essential preimages of b. For 
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any y in the m-essential range of 6 and any Bore1 subset S of [0, C] let 
D,(S, y) = $+y inf m(b-l([Y - 6, Y + q n q 
m(b-l([Y - 4 Y + Sl)) * 
If y is not in the essential range of b, we define D,(S, y) = 0 for all S 
as above. 
The m-essential preimage of b at y is the closed set, denoted b;‘(y), 
consisting of all t in [0, 8j such that Dm( U, y) > 0 for all open sets U 
containing t. The m-essential preimage may be thought of as having 
the same relation to the set-theoretic preimage as the m-essential 
range has to the range of b. Further information and examples 
illustrating this idea may be found in [I]. Let #b;(x) denote the 
number of points in b:(x) if this set is finite and put #b&‘(x) = CO 
otherwise. The theorem from [l] alluded to above states that 
dim L, = #b;‘(x) p-a.e. 
Let p = v dx + pS be the Lebesgue decomposition of p, where 
0 < v is in Ll(dx) and pS is singular with respect to Lebesgue 
measure. Let X = 1~: v(x) > O}. 
THEOREM 7. Let A = B + K be as described above and assume 
that the condition (7.9) holds. Let 2 be given by (7.1) and suppose 
that p is associated with 9 as in Theorem 5. Then 
/J(x) = 0 dx-a.e. on (-co, co)\X, (9 
p(x) d max{#b-,l(x> - LO> dx-a.e. on X, (ii) 
and equality holds in (ii) ;f Im K has Jinite rank. 
Before beginning the proof of Theorem 7 we will need to calculate 
the relative characteristic function @,+,, when M = M, . For sim- 
plicity we denote this function by 0, . Note that St = 8. It is under- 
stood that 8 and eS are defined in terms of the choices of C and Q 
made earlier in this section. We will require some basic ideas from 
the theory of multiplicative integrals. The reader is referred to the 
articles [20, 291 for proofs and details. 
Let W be a function on a closed interval [I, s] with values in g(C) 
and suppose that W is of bounded variation in norm. Associate 
with each finite partition P = (Y = t,, < t, < *a* < t, = s} the 
product 
s, = ,rW(t,)-W(t,)l,[W(t,)-W(tl)l . . . p(t”)-w(t”4)1 
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I’hen the limit of SP , taken over finer and finer partitions P, exists 





and is called the multiplicative integral of W over [r, s] from left 
to right. Upon reversing the order of the factors in SP we obtain 





with reverse ordering. Each integral is an invertible operator and 
[T ewm-’ = r e-w(dt)* 
We say that W is weakly differentiable if there exists a norm-integrable 
measurable a’( C)-valued function M with 
(W(x)c, ff) - (W(r)c, 4 = jz W(t)c, 0 & T<X<S, 
r 
for all c, d in C. We abbreviate this equation by writing 
$ W(x) = M(x) (weak). 
In this case the function 
F(x) = r2-t) 
is weakly differentiable and solves the initial value problem 
-&F(x) = M(x) F(x) (weak), F(r) = I. 
Finally we have 
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For x in Q let W, be the operator-valued function defined by the 
(weak) integral 
w,(x) = 2 1% (b(t) - z)-” G(t)* G(t) dt. 
0 
(7. IO) 
By (7.5) IV, is well defined and it is clearly of norm bounded variation 
and weakly differentiable. The integrability of 11 G(# also allows 
us to define an analytic function h,,, on Q by 
h,&) = exp (2i Jvs (W - 4-l II WW dx); (7.11) 
here 0 < Y < s < 6’. It is easily seen that 1 h,,,(x)1 < 1 for z in L?. 
LEMMA 7.2. Suppose that 0 < r < s < 8. Then 
and 
ii[r ewz’at)]-l /I< ) la, &~)l-~, z in a. 
Proof, For convenience we set 
COT ,(x) = 2’ eWsfdt), 
For fixed r, s, and x, ~Dr,~(z) is a norm limit of partial products of 
the form BIB, -** B, where Bi = eDj, 
Dj = 2i i t’ (b(x) - x)-l G(x)* G(x) dx, 
j = 1, 2 ,,.., m, 
tj-1 
and r = to < t, < +*. < t, = s is some partition of [r, s]. One 
easily checks that Re Di < 0, and we may conclude from [33, p. 1411 
that 11 B, 11 < 1 for each j. Thus I/ @,Jz)~~ < 1. 
By the same token, h,,s(z) @r,s(z)-l is the norm limit of products 
of the form 
[e hn-%)I . . . p,(@J,)] [e(NJ~)] 
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where Dj is as above and 
a, = 2i 
I 
tj (b(x) - z)-’ (1 G(x)ll” dx. 
ti-1 
Since 11 G(x)/12 *I > G(x)* G(x), we may easily verify that 
Re(uj - Dj) < 0 so that 11 e(aj-Dj) jj < 1, j = 1, 2,..., m. It follows 
that ) Jz,,~(x)J ]) @r,s(x)-l 11 < 1 and the proof is complete. m 
LEMMA 7.3 (LivSic). For each s in [0, e], 
z in Q. 
For the proof one needs the representation for K in Lemma 7.1. 
We omit the argument since a proof for the case Hz ZE C can be 
found in [12, p. 3051. Matrix notation is used there with matrices 
acting on vectors in C by multiplication from the right; consequently 
the multiplicative integrals are taken with reverse ordering. The 
same calculations, with the appropriate modifications, work in the 
present setting. 
We cite some consequences of these two lemmas. Let @r,, be as 
in the proof of Lemma 7.2. Since hr,s(z) @r,s(z)-l is bounded for z 
in S (by Lemma 7.2) it has strong boundary-values dx-a.e. It follows 
that @r,s(~ + iy)-l has a strong limit as y --+ 0 for almost every x. 
Thus for almost every X, 11 @r,s(~ + iy)-’ I/ is bounded as y --+ 0 
and @)r,s(~)-l exists and coincides with the strong limit of 
Qr,(x + iy)-l dx-a.e.; here QT.(x) is the strong limit of @,,s(x + iy) 
asy--+O. Now 
(7.12) 
whenever 0 < r < s < t < 4. Upon setting r = 0 we see by 
Lemma 7.3 that L = @Jx) is a solution to the equation 
By the Brodskii-LivSic multiplication theorem this equation is also 
satisfied by 
L = %f&f,(4 
and, since O,(z) is invertible these two choices of L coincide. We 
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denote their common value by O,,,(z). To complete the notational 
circle note that O,,, = 0 and OS,, = !P,+r9 . Clearly the rule 
@,A(4 @,A4 = @,,&), z in ,R, (7.13) 
is valid for 0 < r < s < t < & From Lemma 7.2 we have 
/I @l..s(W II G I ~,,&w, z in 52. (7.14) 
Proof of Theorem 7. We want to calculate the number of values 
assumed by O,(x) O,(x)* as s ranges over Qe . First note that if r and s 
are in Qd with r < s, 
G,(x) O,(x)* = O,(x) O,,,(x) O,,,T(x)* O,(x)* dx-a.e. 
Since 8,(x), O,.(x) and O,,,( x are invertible dx-a.e., Qe is a countable ) 
set and O,(x) O,(x)* > O,(x) O,(x)* dx-a.e., we easily deduce that 
there is a set 2 of Lebesgue measure zero such that for every r, s in Qc 
with Y < s and every x not in 2 the following holds: O,(x) 8,(x)* = 
O,(x) 8,(x)* zjt and only ;f O,,s(x) is unitary. 
The procedure, just used, of discarding a set of measure zero 
on which “good” phenomena may fail, will be employed repeatedly. 
At each stage of the proof we will simply enlarge Z to include the 
latest pathology, but always making sure that 2 has Lebesgue 
measure zero. 
From (7.14) we have 
!I @,.sW’ c II G I ~,,s(w II c II 
when x = x -k iy is in a and c is in C. On letting y -+ 0 we have 
dx-a.e. Upon enlarging Z (if necessary) we may assume that this 
inequality holds for all r, s in Qe with Y < s and all x not in 2. 
Now let (Y denote the Bore1 measure on [0, e] given by 
We have 
4s) = js II WW dt. 
z = x + iy. Let v~,~ be the Bore1 measure on (- to, GO) given by 
v,,,q(S) = CU([T, S] n b-*(S)). 
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By a change of variable we may write 
Let 
V 7.s = WY,, dx + ~r,s 
be the Lebesgue decomposition of vlSS, where 0 < w,,, is in Li(dx) 
and yr,s is singular with respect to Lebesgue measure. By the half- 
plane Fatou theorem, 
[ h&x)( = ;I$ ( h,,,(x + iy)j = e-2rwr*J”) 
dx-a.e. By adding another set of measure zero to Z we may assume 
that this equation holds for all r, s in QI (r < s) and all x not in 2. 
Let v denote the measure v~,~ and write w for wO,{ . It is clear that 
/I G(t)\l” vanishes if and only if 1) &(t)\jl = 0 for allj 2 1. By hypothesis 
the vectors {$j(t))j>l span 23, dt- a.e., so except for t in a set of measure 
zero, H, = (O} exactly when 11 G(t)j12 = 0. It follows that the measures 
01 and m are mutually absolutely continuous, and therefore so are 
the measures v and CL. From the definition of the set X it then follows 
that w(x) > 0 dx-a.e. on X and w(x) = 0 dx-a.e. on (-co, co)\X. 
Thus we may add to 2 yet another set of measure zero so that 
w(x) > 0 for all x in x\Z and w(x) = 0 for all x not in X u 2. 
Now suppose that r, s are in Qc with 7 < s and x is not in 2. If 
w,.,~(x) = 0, then ( hr,(x)( = 1 and so [( Or,s(x)-l [I < 1; it follows that 
O,,,(x) is unitary since I/ O,,,(x)ll < 1. Therefore O,(x) O,(x)* = 
O,(x) 8,(x)* ifwT*s(x) = 0. I p t’ 1 n ar mu ar, if x lies in (- co, co)\(X U Z), 
w(x) = 0 and O,(x) O,(x)* = Of(x) et(x)*; since O,(x) O,(x)* is 
nonincreasing as s ranges over Q/ from 0 to 8, we have 
I = O,(x) o”(x)* = O,(x) o,(x)* = O(x) o(x)* 
for s in Qe . It follows that p(x) = 0 and part (i) is proved. 
To prove (ii) we will need a lemma. The a-essential preimage 
b;l(x) is defined in the same way as b;‘(x) but with 01 replacing m, 
LEMMA 7.4. The set 
(x in X : b;‘(x) is u jnite set with b;l(x) n Qd nonempty] 
has Lebesgue measure xero. 
580/23/1-6 
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The proof of the lemma is deferred until after the proof of the 
theorem. Since the set in the lemma has measure zero, we may 
(and do) assume that it is a subset of 2. By standard differentiation 
theory we have, for 0 < r < s < /, 
(7.15) 
dx-a.e. By adding a null set to 2’ we may assume that this equation 
holds (and the limit is finite) for all r, s in Qt with I < s and all x 
in x\Z. Since w(x) > 0 on X\Z, (7.15) implies 
wT.S(x) _ lim b,*([X - 6, x + 4) 
WC4 a-r0 “([X - 8, x + S]) 
for x in X\Z and r, s in Qd . When S = (Y, s), the right side of this 
equation is exactly the expression 
D,(S, x) = liq pf a(S n b-l([x - 6, x + $1)) -3 ol(b-l([x - 6, x + 81)) 
used in defining b;‘(x). 
To make use of this, suppose that x is in X\Z and &l(x) = 
{Sl , $2 ,***, s,J with sr < sa < -*- < So . Since none of the si lie in 
Qe we have 0 < sr and s, < 4. Suppose that the closed interval [r, s] 
is contained in one of the sets [O, sr), (s, , ss), (sa , sa) ,..., (skV1 , sJ, 
(sk , e], where I, s are in Q . 
I claim that w,,,(x) = 0. For this, it is clearly enough to show 
that D=((Y, s), LV) = 0. S ince &l(x) n [r, s] is empty, there is associated 
with each t in [r, s] some open neighborhood U, of t with Da( U, , x) = 
0. Since [r, s] is compact we may select a finite number of these Uis, 
say U, ,..., U, , which cover [r, s]. It is clear that the set function 
S ---t D,(S, LV) is finitely additive, at least when it is restricted to 
the (countable) algebra & of sets generated by intervals (u, V) with 
u and v in Qd , for we have seen that when S is such an interval, 
the lim inf defining D,(S, LY) is actually a limit. Without loss of 
generality we may assume that the sets Vi ,..., U, lie in ~4; by finite 
additivity, then, we have 
%.8(X> 
w(x) 
= D,((r, s), x) < i D,(Ui , x) = 0. 
1-l 
The claim is established. 
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From the claim and an argument earlier in the proof we conclude 
that O,(x) 0,(x)* = 0,(x) O,(x)*, hence O,(x) Q,(x)* is constant on 
each of the sets 
If t is in the first set, 0,(x) 0,(x)* = 0,(x) 0,(x)* = 1, while if t is 
in the last, 0,(x) 0,(x)* = 0,(x) Oe(x)* = 0(x) O(x)*, There are 
only the k - 1 intermediate sets left on which O,(x) O,(x)* can take 
values different from I and 0(x) 0(x)*, hence 
p(x) < k - 1 = #b,‘(x) - 1. 
Here we are strongly using the fact that si , s2 ,..., sk are not in Qd so 
that we do not have to worry about 0,(x) 0,(x)* with t in {sl ,..., sk}. 
The above argument assumed that K = #b;l(x) is positive. If 
K = 0 so that b;‘(x) is empty, the argument simplifies considerably. 
In this case [I, s] can be any closed interval in [0, e] and the claim 
above will show that wr,,(x) = 0. In particular, if we put I = 0 
we see that 0,(x) 0,(x)* = 0,(x) 0,(x)* = I for any s in Qd , hence 
p(x) = 0. 
The inequality (ii) is almost proved; it remains only to replace 
#b;‘(x) by #b;‘(x). First, h owever, we turn to the question of 
equality when rank (Im K) = dim C is finite. Since tr[G(x)* G(x)] > 
(/ G(x)\\“, it is clear that the determinant of 07,S(~) satisfies 
the expression for 1 det Or,, 1 follows from the identity det eD = eerD 
applied to partial products approximating O,,s(z). For x in x\Z 
and r, s in Q , Or’,s(x + zjl) tends to O,,,(x) in norm as y -+ 0, so 
det Orr,s(x + ir) tends to det 07,s(x). Now if 0,.(x) 0,(x)* = 
0,(x) 08(x)*, then 0Jx) is unitary so that 1 det 0rJx)I = 1. On 
letting x = x + iy tend to x in the above inequality we see that 
I hm(x)I = 1. 
By an earlier argument this implies w&x) = 0 which in turn 
implies that DJ(Y, s), x) = 0. Thus, if Y, s are in Q with Y < s, 
x is in x\Z and 8,(x) 63,(x)* = 0,(x) e8(x)*, then (r, s) contains no 
point of &l(x). 
Suppose now that x is in X\Zand p(x) = p < m. Let D, , D, ,..., DP 
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be the distinct values assumed by O,(x) O,(x)*, different from I 
and 8(x) e(x)*, as s ranges over Qd . We may assume that 
I 3 Dl > D, > ... 3 D, 3 O(x) O(x)*. 
Let 
and 
Y, = sup{s in Qe : O,(x) O,(x)* = I> 
rj = SUP{S in Qc : O,(X) O,(X)* = Dj}, j = l,...,p. 
Since O,(x) O,(x)* is nonincreasing as a function of s in Qe we have 
0 < Y, < Yl < -** < rP < 8, and O,(x) O,(x)* is constant on each 
of the sets 
If some of the rj’s are not distinct, the corresponding sets will be 
empty. Thus O,.(x) O,.(x)* = O,(x) O,(x)* whenever r, s are in Qe and 
[r, $1 is contained in one of the intervals (0, rs), (rO , ri) ,..., (rPFl , YJ, 
(rP ,8). It follows from the preceding paragraph that these intervals 
contain no points of b;‘(x), hence &l(x) is a subset of (0, r, , rl ,..., 
yp , />. Since x is not in 2, &l(x) n Q c is empty so that &l(x) contains 
neither 0 nor 8. Thus we have 
634 C@, , Yl ,..., Yg}, 
hence 
#434<P+l =p(x)+l. 
The set 2 has Lebesgue measure zero, so we may combine all of 
the above to assert that 
p(x) ,< max{#b;‘(x) - 1, 0) dx-a.e. on X 
with equality holding when rank (Im K) is finite. 
It remains to replace #&l(x) by #&i(x). We have seen that LY 
and m are mutually absolutely continuous, hence the mapping 
defines a unitary operator from P(N) onto L2(m) which induces 
a unitary equivalence between the multiplication operator 23,: f --+ bf 
acting on L2(ar) and the corresponding operator B, on L2(m). By [l] 
the functions x --+ #b;l(x) and x --f #b&l(x) are the multiplicity 
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unctions of B, and B, respectively, and we have #b,-‘(x) = 
f&l(x) p-a.e. (and thus dx-a.e. on X). This completes the proof. 1 
Proof of Lemma 7.4. Let w and w,.,, be as in the proof of the 
heorem. By keeping x (in X) outside of some appropriately chosen 
let W C X of measure zero, we may assume that 
‘or all Y, s in Qc with Y < s, and that the set function S + D,(S, x) 
.s finitely additive on the algebra & of sets generated by the intervals 
:Y, s) with I, s in Qc . 
Let y be fixed in (0, 8) and choose rational sequences (rn) and 
[tn} in (0, /) with Y, < y < t, , Y, increasing and t, decreasing and 
with both sequences having limit y. Suppose that x is in X\ W and 
&l(x) is a finite set containing y. Assume that n is large enough 
so that [Y, , 12 t ] contains only the one point y of &r(x), and let V 
be an open set in Sp, disjoint from (Y, , tn) and containing &r(x)\{ y}. 
We know from the proof of the theorem that D,([Y, $1, x) = 0 if 
[Y, $1 contains no points of &l(x). It follows that 
Q([O, 4\[(y, , ha) u VI, 4 = 0; 
by finite additivity we have 
&((yn , tn>, 4 + Q(K x) = D&7&, tn) u v, x) = 1. 
It follows that Da((yn , 7E ,t ) x) = 6 is positive and independent of n 
for n large enough. Thus we have 
ii wc”,t,(x) = w(x)6 > 0. 
For any real h, D,((Y, , t,), X) is clearly a nonincreasing nonnegative 
sequence, and thus so is w,,,~,(X) for h in x\W. Let 
By the Lebesgue dominated convergence theorem and the fact 
that OL has no atoms, we have 
d liyz,smup 4~~ , 4 n W-WV 
= 0. 
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Thus g(x) = 0 &a.e. on X\W. On the other hand, we saw in the 
second paragraph of the proof that g > 0 on the set 
X, = {x in X\ W: bil(x) is a finite set containing r}. 
It follows that X, has Lebesgue measure zero. An entirely similar 
argument shows that the same conclusion holds when y = 0 or 
y = 6; for example if y = 0, replace (r, , t,) by [0, tn) and w,,,~, 
by w,,~, and proceed as before. 
The set in the statement of the lemma is contained in the (countable) 
union of W and those XV’s with y in Qe ; thus this set has Lebesgue 
measure zero as desired. This completes the proofs of the lemma 
and theorem. 1 
We turn now to some consequences of Theorems 2, 5, 6, and 7 
as applied to A = B + K. Let us agree to denote the spectral 
multiplicity function of A,, by n,, . 
COROLLARY 7.6. Let A = B + K be as described above and assume 
that (7.9) holds. Then A,, is absolutely continuous and 
n&x) < max{#b;;E’(x) - 1, 0) * rank d(x) dx-a.e. 
Since (7.9) implies ( ***) when 9 is given by (7. I), and since 
O,(x) is invertible dx-a.e. for each s in Qe , the corollary follows 
immediately from Theorems 2, 5, and 7. Note that / h,,J~)l = 1 dx- 
a.e. on (-co, cc)\X, hence O(x) is unitary and rank d(x) = 0 dx-a.e. 
on (- co, co)\X. 
COROLLARY 7.7. Let A = B + K be as above and assume that 
(7.9) holds. If B is purely singular, then A is completely non-self- 
adjoint. g 
Proof. The operator B, described prior to Theorem 7 is clearly 
a direct summand of B, hence B, is purely singular if B is. In this 
case the multiplicity function x ---f #b;‘(x) of B, vanishes dx-a.e. 
on X. By Corollary 7.6 n,,(x) = 0 dx-a.e. on X; n,,(x) = 0 dx-a.e. 
on (- co, co)\X automatically since rank d(x) vanishes there a.e. 
Since A,, is absolutely continuous we find that H,, = (O} and A = A, 
as desired. l 
Now we turn to the special case in which dim Hz ,( 1 a.e. or, 
more precisely, where dim Hz = 1 for x in F and dim Hz = 0 for 
x in [0, k’j\F. The direct integral reduces to the space L2(m) (recall 
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:hat m(dx) = x&x) dx) and B coincides with the operator B,: f -+ bf 
3n L2(m). The operator K has the form 
where K is any measurable self-adjoint kernel on F x F with 
ss j k(x, tyax dt < 00 (7.16) F F 
and such that the imaginary part 
(Im K) : f(x) -+ 4 I F K(x, t) f(t) dt 
is nonnegative and lies in trace-class. Specifically we have 
(4W = 44 f(x) + i j[, z,nF k(x, t) f(t) dt. (7.17) 
The eigenvectors ($j}i>l of Im A = Im K are now complex-valued 
functions and the condition (7.9) reduces to 
(x in F : +j(x) = 0 for all j > l> has Lebesgue measure zero. (7.18) 
COROLLARY 7.8. Let A be the bounded operator on L2(m) given by 
(7.17) with b bounded and real-valued, k satisfying (7.16) and with 
Im A nonnegative and of trace class. Suppose that (7.18) holds and 
let Y,, denote the spectral multiplicity function of the absolutely con- 
tinuous part of the multiplication operator B: f -+ bf on L2(m). Then 
A,, is absolutely continuous and 
n&x) < max{r&) - 1, 0} * rank d(x) dx-a.e. 
Proof. As mentioned prior to Theorem 7 the spectral multiplicity 
function r of B, = B satisfies r(x) = #b;‘(x) p-a.e. Thus this equa- 
tion holds dx-a.e. on X. On the other hand, r(x) = r,,(x) dx-a.e. since 
the purely singular part of B contributes nonzero multiplicity only 
on a set of Lebesgue measure zero. It follows from Corollary 7.6 
that the desired inequality holds dx-a.e. on X. We saw in the proof 
of Corollary 7.7 that n,,(x) = 0 dx-a.e. on (-co, a)\X so that the 
proof is complete. 1 
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Our most satisfactory results occur in the case when Im A has 
rank one. In this case we can characterize A,, completely in terms 
of B. The operator A has the form 
Mf)(x) = 44 fc4 + 2. j[o,rlnp4@) 40 f(t) dt (7.19) 
for f in L2(m). Here + is in L2(m) and spans the range of Im A. The 
condition (7.18) simply says that j 4(x)/ > 0 dx-a.e. on F. 
COROLLARY 7.9. Assume that b is bounded and real-valued on F 
and let 4 be in L2(m) with / C(x)/ > 0 dx-a.e. on F. Let A be the operator 
on L2(m)given by (7.19) and suppose that rat is defined as in Corollary 7.8. 
Then A,, is absolutely continuous and 
k+(x) = ma&&) - 1, 0) dx-a.e. 
Proof. Since 4 is a.e. nonzero on F the condition (***) holds 
with 2’ given by (7.1) so that A,, is absolutely continuous. From 
Theorem 6 we see that n,,(x) = p(x) dx-a.e. By Theorem 7, p(x) 
agrees with max{#b;;El(x) - 1, 0} dx-a.e. on X and we have seen in 
the proof of Corollary 7.8 that r&&x) = #b;‘(x) dx-a.e. on X. It 
follows that the equation in the statement holds dx-a.e. on X. 
As noted above, nsa = 0 a.e. off of X. On the other hand, the 
reader will recall that the direct integral which gives a diagonal 
representation of B is 
.c m CDL ,4W; --cc 
v(x) dx is the absolutely continuous part of p and X is the set where 
v > 0. It follows that T,,(X) = 0 dx-a.e. on the complement of X. 
This completes the proof. 1 
Note that when A is given by (7.19), 0 takes the form 
O(z) = exp (i 1, (b(x) - z)-l 1 qb(x)[’ dx) 
=exp z ( ’ j-1 (A - 4-l BW) 
where 
B(S) = jbwl,,, I +)12 dx. 
We know that 0 is a complete set of unitary invariants for A,, . 
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It is easy to show from this and the proof of Corollary 7.9 that /? 
together with any dx-a.e. determination of the function x --f #b;‘(x) 
on X is a complete set of unitary invariants for A. Thus two operators 
of the type (7.19) can be unitarily equivalent when the corresponding 
multiplication operators are not (and vice-versa). 
The operators we have been considering will perhaps look more 
familiar if we take F = [0, I], so L2(m) = L2(0, 1). Consider, in 
particular, the operator on Lz(O, 1) given by 
Sz.-Nagy and Foiag [33, Chap. IX] have shown that A is similar 
to a self-adjoint operator if and only if there exists a positive constant 
C such that 
m(b-ys, t]> B c(t - s), --oo<s<t<co. (7.21) 
Special cases were earlier treated by SahnoviE, BrodskirLivgic and 
Gohberg-Krein. We can use our knowledge of A,, to identify the 
self-adjoint operator. 
COROLLARY 7.10. Let b be bounded and real valued on [0, 11, let 
A be given by (7.20) and suppose that B is the multiplication operator 
B: f -+ bf acting on L2(0, 1). Then the following are equivalent: 
(i) There exists C > 0 such that (7.21) holds. 
(ii) A is similar to a self-adjoint operator. 
(iii) A is simiZar to B. 
Proof. We need only show that (ii) implies (iii). Assume that 
(ii) holds; it follows from Proposition 5.1 of [33, Chap. IO] that A, 
is similar to the multiplication operator 
N : f(x) -+ xfk> 
acting onL2(X, dx), theL2-space based on Lebesgue measure restricted 
to X. We see that A = A, @ A,, is similar to the absolutely con- 
tinuous operator IV @ A,, . The multiplicity function of N @ A,, 
is clearly given by 
Since (ii) implies (i), the measure p is absolutely continuous and 
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therefore so is the operator B. The multiplicity function r of B 
satisfies 
n,,(x) = max{r(x) - 1, 0) dx-a.e. 
by Corollary 7.9. Since p is absolutely continuous, we have I = 
V(X) kc; moreover, X is the set where v(x) > 0 and p is the measure 
in the direct integral representation of B. We easily deduce that 
Xx(X) + n,,(x) = Y(X) dx-a.e. 
and thus N @ A,, is unitarily equivalent to B. This completes the 
proof. 1 
8. INVARIANT SUBSPACES AND LrvSrc’s TRIANGULAR MODEL 
Let A be the operator B + K described in the preceding section, 
acting on the direct integral space 
H = 1” @ H, dx. 
0 
We will say that A is a triangular model provided the multiplier 
b(x) is a nondecreasing function of x on [0, 4. We do not require 
that (7.9) hold. In [25] LivSic proves the following: 
THEOREM (LivBic). Every bounded, completely nonself-adjoint oper- 
ator D having real spectrum and with Im D nonnegative and of trace 
class is unitarily equivalent to the completely nonself-adjoint part A, 
of some triangular model A. 
In addition, Livgic shows that the field of Hilbert spaces {H$: 0 < 
x < t> can be chosen in an especially simple way; namely, H, = C 
for all x. His proof amounts to showing that a characteristic function Cp 
of D has a multiplicative integral representation of the type in 
Lemma 7.3 (with b a nondecreasing function) so that by Lemma 7.3, 
@ is also a characteristic function for a triangular model A. It follows 
that D is unitarily equivalent to A, . 
Livgic’s theorem comes close to implying that any operator D 
satisfying the hypotheses of the theorem has nontrivial invariant 
subspaces. The difficulty, of course, is that while the subspaces MS 
are invariant for A*, there is no a priori reason for A,,* to possess 
nontrivial invariant subspaces. 
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In this section we use the results of Section 7 together with the 
monotonicity of b to show that the nonself-adjoint subspace H, has a 
particularly simple form and that M, n H, , 0 < s < 4 is a non- 
trivial chain of subspaces invariant for A,“. 
THEOREM 8. Let A = B + K be a triangular model acting on the 
direct integral space H as above. Let {&}j>I be the eigenvectors of Im K 
and put 
Y, = V Mx) : j >, l>, o<x<e. 
Then the completely nonself-adjoint subspace H, of A satisJies 
H, = j-” @ Y, dx. 
0 
Proof. Let Y, be as in the statement and put 
Y = .r” @ Y, dx. 
0 
We saw in Section 7 that Y reduces A and A / Yl = B 1 YJ- is self- 
adjoint. It follows that H, is contained in Y. We also know that 
A’ = A ) Y is a triangular model satisfying (7.9) with Y, playing 
the role of H, . It follows from Corollary 7.6 applied to A’ that 
the self-adjoint part of A’ is absolutely continuous and its multiplicity 
function nl,, satisfies 
n&(x) < max{#bT;‘(x) - 1, 0} * rank d(x) dx-a.e. 
where /3 is the restriction of Lebesgue measure to the set 
(x: dim Y, > O}. It is easy to check that the essential preimage of a 
point x under a nondecreasing function is either empty, a single 
point, or a nondegenerate interval, and the last possibility occurs 
for at most a countable collection of points x (see the proof of 
Corollary 3.15 of [22]). Thus #b,-(x) < 1 dx-a.e., hence n:.(x) 
vanishes dx-a.e. It follows that A’ is completely non-self-adjoint 
and H, = Y as desired. m 
COROLLARY 8.1. Every operator D satisfying the hypotheses of 
Livs’ic’s theorem is unitarily equivalent to a triangular model. 
This follows immediately from LivSic’s theorem and Theorem 8 
since A, = A 1 Y is a triangular model. Using different methods 
J. T. Schwartz proved an analog of this corollary for operators 
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with real spectrum and Schatten p-class imaginary part, p > 1 [32]. 
The next corollary is an immediate consequence of Corollary 8.1. 
COROLLARY 8.2. Every operator D satisfying the hypotheses of 
LivWs theorem has a nontrivial invariant subspace. 
Although stronger invariant subspace theorems exist (see [7] or 
[30, Chap. 61) I h ave included this corollary to indicate that LivSic’s 
original methods can be pushed this far. 
9. CONCLUDING REMARKS 
(1) As mentioned in the introduction, Joseph A. Ball [4] has 
developed a spectral theory for A,, in which our hypothesis (***) 
is weakened to 
v {PMP,,x : x in H, M in U} = H. (***)I 
This allows consideration of a more general version of the operator 
A = B + K of Section 7 with K as before but B having the form 
tBf)tx) = Wfb) where -@tx)L is a bounded measurable field of 
self-adjoint operators on {H,) rather than the real-valued function 
I have considered. Just as ( ***) is equivalent to (7.9) when b is 
scalar-valued, (* **)’ is equivalent to 
H, = v (b(x)“+,(x) :j 2 1, n = 0, 1, 2,...) dx-a.e. (7.9)’ 
when b is operator-valued. Note that (7.9)’ collapses to (7.9) when 
b is scalar-valued. 
Ball also develops a multiplicity theory for B when b is operator- 
valued. Although the essential preimage b;;;l(x) does not seem to 
’ make sense in this generality, it is shown to have a technical analog 
which leads, via an analog of Theorem 7, to a connection between 
the spectral theories of A,, and B. 
(2) The hypotheses on the operator K in Section 7 were as 
follows: 
(a) The imaginary part of K is nonnegative and lies in trace 
class, K is compact, each M, is invariant for K*, and (7.9) holds. 
The trace class assumption was used only to produce the operators 
G(x), to show that I/ G(x)//” is integrable over [0, 4, and to derive 
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the representation of K given in Lemma 7.1. The only facts about K 
used after that point are: 
(b) There exists a complex separable Hilbert space C, a family 
of bounded operators G(x): C -+ Hz, 0 < x < /, such that for 
each c in C, G(x)c (considered as a function of x) defines a measurable 
vector field in the direct integral H. Furthermore, Jt Ij G(x)\l” dx is 
finite and K is related to {G(x)} as in Lemma 7.1. Finally, 
H, = V {c#I(x) : 4 in 58} dx-a.e. on [0,/l, 
where 9 is any countable set whose linear span is dense in (Im K)H. 
Thus Lemmas 7.2 and 7.3 together with Theorem 7 remain valid 
with only the hypotheses (b) on K. 
Although the requirements (b) are in general weaker than (a) 
[take dim C = co, H, = C for 0 < x < e and G(x) = I; (b) holds 
but (a) fails], (a) and (b) are equivalent when dim Hz < 1 dx-a.e. 
(3) The formula (2.1) for the adjoint of the Fourier transform 
takes an interesting form when A is the operator B + K of Section 7 
and H is a direct integral space. In this case, if f is in H and 9*f = 
u @ V, it can be shown that 
U(2) = (l/?@) lt (b(x) - z)-l 8,(z) G(x)*f(x) dx 
for x in 0; the integral is taken in the weak sense. This formula 
is similar to the form of the transforms studied by Ahern and Clark 
[2], Clark [14, 151, Lubin [26, 271, and the author [22, 231. The 
term “Fourier transform” used in the present paper is inspired by 
this formula in the special case when A is given by (7.20) with 
b(x) E 0. Then 
U(Z) = --(1/~)(27r)-~/~ s,’ e-@f(x) dx 
and 46’ is simply the restriction to P(O, 1) of M.* where F is the 
classical Fourier transform on L2(- 03, co) and M is the operator 
w&w = -(W&d-W 
which carries the upper half-plane Hardy space H+2 onto itself 
isometrically. The model space K is exactly 
H+Z 0 e-i%-1H+%; 
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a concrete version of Theorem 1 for this case was used by Sarason 
to study the Volterra integration operator [31]. 
(4) Consider the operators A, and A, on L2(0, 277) given by 
V4.W) = WfW + i Joz cc+ - t)f(t) dt, 
(A2f)(4 =Wf(x) - /fsin(x - t)f(t) 4 
where b is bounded and real-valued. We easily calculate that Im A, 
and Im A, each have rank 2 but, while Im A, > 0, neither A, nor 
A,* is dissipative. Thus, while Corollary 7.8 applies to A, , it tells 
us nothing about A, . 
It is plausible that some of the results of this paper remain true 
for nondissipative operators. What seems to be needed to investigate 
this possibility is a sufficiently refined noncontractive model theory. 
Recent results on model theory for noncontractions, together with 
further references may be found in [3, 16, 351. 
Note added in proof. (1) Professor I. C. Gohberg has kindly pointed out to me 
the work of Ja. S. Svarcman, who had previously studied canonical models on the 
upper half-plane [A functional model of a dissipative colligation, Mat. Issled. 7 (1972), 
vyp. 2 (24), 158-180; Invariant subspaces of a dissipative operator and the divisors 
of its characteristic function, Mat. Issled. 8 (1973), vyp. 1 (27), 201-2161. Most of the 
results of Sections 1 and 2, together with further information, can be found in these 
papers. 
(2) Since this paper was written, Joseph A. Ball has answered the question in (4) 
of Section 9. In a sequel to [4], Factorization and model theory II: noncontractions 
with unitary part, Ball proves an analog of Corollary 7.6 for nondissipative operators 
A=B+K. 
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